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GROWING MIDDLE EAST PROBLEM WITH SYRIAN CRISIS
Coming to the end of its 3 year civil war in Syria compose a very significant part of the
Middle East problem. Rising up with Arap Spring, internal conflicts among Middle Eastern
and Northern African countries still exist. Political stability is tried to be provided by
military forces and coups. In Syria civil war still continues with all destructive results;
more than a hundred thousand dead, millions of people wounded, stopped economic life
and social demolition. Syrian civil war separates the country to two parts and main
references that define the sides became secterian and ethnical differences. Apart of
these, chemical sarin gas was used on the morning of 21 August in Ghouta. The report
published by the United Nations reveals the usage of chemical weapons. However, this
report does not show certainly by whom they were used.
As much as the possibility of international intervention increases, the conflict in Syria
goes from bad to worse. Also, changes of some governments in other Middle Eastern
countries make pressure on Syrian Government.
Civil war does not only create problems in Syria, but also in its neighbours and other
countries in the region. Massive immigration movement started towards these countries
and some borders became battlefields. This is how was created a big society locating in
refugee camps without any economic and social security or insurance, a big society
which lives away from human dignity.
In addition to this, a serious problem of security appeared in neighbours of Syria and
other countries in the region: clashes in borders causes insecurity in towns near borders,
and the possibility of war abnormalizes political life.
The Young European Socialist therefore demand :
 To stop any intervention contrary to international law to Syria and not to support
any weapon supplements to any sides of the civil war.
 To make a call to the international community and organisations to gather an
international conference which includes two parties; Syrian government and
opposition in equal conditions.
 To take interest of EU for taking responsibility about refugees staying in camps
and and cities without social security.
 Compliance with the inspections carried out by the OPCW and enforcement of the
international ban on supply of weapons to any party in Syria.
Done at Vilnius, Lithuania, on 19th October 2013.

